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logo

in case of necessity 
is possible to use the 

unstructured logo: 
just by using the body 

text, composed as in 
the original logo

any modification or 
deformation to the 
minotticucine logo

 is forbidden 



NOYES

words

as the owner of the 
brand minotticucine, 

asso spa does not 
accept any form 

of communication 
different from the use 

of the entire word 
minotticucine.

therefore, every 
form of writing 

different from the 
above-mentioned 

has to be considered 
inappropriate and not 

publishable.

this indication is valid 
for any type of text, 

hashtag (#), tag (@) or 
any kind of writing in 
every format, digital, 

paper or others.

writing has to be 
composed with a 

sans serif font; better 
if the font used 

is “univers75“ or 
“verdana “ with the 

track -33.

minotticucine

minotticucinemilano
minotticucinelondon

minotticucineterra
minotticucineanima
minotticucineseta

ecc..

minotti cucine
minotti-cucine
minotti/cucine
minotti.cucine
minotti_cucine
cucineminotti
kitchenminotti

minottic
minottikitchen
minottikitchens

minotti
minottiterra

minottiatelier
minottimaya
minottianima

minottishowroom
minottiproject
minottiluxury
minottilondon
minottimiami

minottivouncover
minottishanghai

minottitokyo

ecc..



NOYES

the logo could be overlied on the 
image, but never covering the 
picture of the products 

the logo could be overlied on the 
image, but never covering the 
picture of the products 

the logo should be placed on the right of 
layout at every level (high)
the width of the logo must be 1/6 of 
shortest side of the layout

size is not correct in relation to the space

logo in layout

the logo position has 
to be proportioned to 

the used space

in case the pagination 
includes photography, 

the logo will never 
have to overlap the 

product. 

it is mandatory to 
insert a company 

reference in every 
single publication, 

in case of a printed 
pubblication or a web 
article it is mandatory 
to insert the website 

www.minotticucine.it
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text in layout

the text has not 
capital letters and can 

be used with a right 
or left alignment 

the used font has to 
be “univers 75 bold” 

or on the internet 
“verdana bold” 

the text has a track 
-33

in case the pagination 
includes photography, 

the text will never 
have to overlap the 

product. 

in every single 
publication, it is 

mandatory to insert a 
company reference, 
in case of a printed 

publication or a 
web article it is 

compulsory to insert 
the website www.

minotticucine.it

correct font univers 75 bold
for the web you can use the verdana bold
formatting text: track -33 / all texts must be 
written in small letters don’t use any capital 
letters / punctuation is allowed / the text 
uses left or right alignment / 
all texts must be not separate into distinct 
syllables 

uptatia volupta dellupt assitia quis 
ex eatqui blatat officae dolupidem 

res qui ad quatur qui aut vellestrum 
explaborit, ipsa acitatiuntia pereium 

quatibus, sunt.

the text could be overlied on the 
image, but never covering the 
picture of the products 

uptatia volupta dellupt assitia 
quis ex eatqui blatat officae 
dolupidem res qui ad quatur 

qui aut vellestrum explaborit, 
ipsa acitatiuntia pereium 

quatibus, sunt.

the text could be overlied on the 
image, but never covering the 
picture of the products 

uptatia volupta dellupt assitia 
quis ex eatqui blatat officae 
dolupidem res qui ad quatur 

qui aut vellestrum explaborit, 
ipsa acitatiuntia pereium 

quatibus, sunt.
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@minotticucine kitchen 
a project by @minotticucinelondon

#minotticucine
#minotticucinelondon
#minotticucineinca
#achalandavidknights
......
others hastag or tag

minotticucinemilano

@minotticucine visual silence

#minotticucine
#minotticucinephylosophy
#esclusivelivingmiami
..........
......
others hastag or tag

minotticucinemiami

@minotticucine kitchen 
a project by @studio_name
@minotticucinemilano 

#minotticucine
#minotticucinemilano
#minotticucinemaya
..........
......
others hastag or tag

esempio

@minotticucine in a poured cast bronze terra 
by @claudiosilvestrin

#minotticucine
#minotticucineterra
..........
......
others hastag or tag

minotticucinelondon

social

in a social media publication, 
the tag of the official 

minotticucine profile must be 
indicated (@minotticucine) and 

if possible also the hashtag 
(#minotticucine);

it is highly recommended 
to indicate the kitchen 
model with the format 

“minotticucinemodel“ in every 
publication. we suggest the use 

of the hashtag composed as 
“minotticucinemodel“ united 
in one single word in order to 
indicate the kitchen model on 

every publication.

for every single publication in 
which appears a project that has 

not been realized by whom is 
publishing it, it is mandatory to 
mention the designer /architect 
and the showroom that realized 

the project, with the format 
“by @ minotticucinecity“. In 

case the publication is not on 
social media, the showroom has 

to be indicated on the caption 
as “minotticucinecity“ or 

“minotticucine city“.

in case the showroom has a 
secondary name, it is suggested 

to add the tag and hashtag 
together with the official name 

(i.e. minotticucinevancouver can 
add aeon; 

minotticucinenewyork can add 
ddc; etc.)

every project is the intellectual 
property of people who realized 

it and it is a good practice and 
good manners to respect it.

 in case you are not aware who 
realized the project, you can 
contact via email “cristian.

viola@assospa.it” who will help 
you in identifying the author of 

the project. 



for ensuring a proper 
brand representation, 

every single 
publication in which 

minotticucine is 
figuring or comparing 

with an image, 
logo, or even just a 

mention, it has to be 
communicated and it 
has to be previously 

reviewed together 
with minotticucine 

marketing department 
to the attention of 

Mrs. Monica Venturini  
(except publications 

on social media)

i.g. an article on a 
paper magazine, or 
a digital platform, a 
blog, an invitation, 

a showroom 
presentation.  

minotticucine.it


